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CHRIS HADFIELD
WORLD RENOWNED ASTRONAUT | BESTSELLING
AUTHOR | MUSICIAN

That is how Colonel Chris Hadfield—writing on Twitter—woke 
up the world every day while living for five months aboard the 
International Space Station. Through his 21-years as an 
astronaut, three spaceflights and 2600 orbits of Earth, Colonel 
Hadfield has become a worldwide sensation, harnessing the 
power of social media to make outer space accessible to 
millions and infusing a sense of wonder into our collective 
consciousneconsciousness not felt since humanity first walked on the 
Moon. Called “the most famous astronaut since Neil 
Armstrong,” Colonel Hadfield continues to bring the 
marvels of science and space travel to everyone he 
encounters.

Colonel Hadfield is a pioneer of many historic “firsts”. 
In 1992, he was selected by the Canadian Space 
Agency as a NASA Mission Specialist—Canada’s 
first fully-qualified Space Shuttle crew member. 
Three years later, aboard Shuttle Atlantis, he was 
the first Canadian to operate the Canadarm in 
space, and the first Canadian to board a 
RuRussian spacecraft as he helped build space 
station “Mir.” In 2001, aboard Shuttle 
Endeavour, Colonel Hadfield performed 
two spacewalks—the first Canadian to 
do so—and, in 2013, he was 
Commander of the International Space 
Station—the first and only Canadian 
to to ever command a spaceship—so 
far.

“GOOD MORNING, EARTH!” 
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During his multi-faceted career Colonel Hadfield has 
intercepted Soviet bombers in North American 
airspace, lived on the ocean floor, been NASA’s Director 
of Operations in Russia, and recorded science and 
music videos seen by hundreds of millions.
A heA heavily decorated astronaut, engineer, and pilot, 
Colonel Hadfield’s many awards include receiving the 
Order of Canada, the Meritorious Service Cross, and the 
NASA Exceptional Service Medal. He was named the 
Top Test Pilot in both the US Air Force and the US Navy, 
and has been inducted into Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame. 
CColonel Hadfield’s three books have sold over a million 
copies worldwide in 20 languages, and has been 
commemorated on Canadian postage stamps, Royal 
Canadian Mint coins, and on Canada’s newest five 
dollar bill (along with fellow astronauts Steve 
MacLean and Dave Williams).
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AN ASTRONAUT'S GUIDE TO LIFE ON EARTH
Colonel Chris Hadfield shows audiences how to “think like an astronaut.” Sharing the useful and practical lessons 
he’s learned throughout his remarkable career in the fields of leadership, teamwork, collaboration, and science and 
technology, his vivid and refreshing insights motivate audiences to achieve their dreams and will completely 
change the way they view life on Earth.

LEADERSHIP: FROM THE CALM INTO THE STORM
After serving in the military and holding sAfter serving in the military and holding several leadership positions within NASA 
throughout the course of his incredible career, Colonel Chris Hadfield has 
accrued compelling stories that show all phases of leadership are keys to team 
victory.

AIM TO BE A ZERO
Life often hLife often has distinct peaks and valleys, and no climb up the ladder is 
truly permanent. Anticipating this, and making it part of your personal 
and professional culture, is a surprisingly key component of success. 
Colonel Chris Hadfield presents his “Aim to be a Zero” methodology, 

helping audiences find the right way to deal with transient 
success and new situations, and how to understand themselves 
and their work in a new way.

MANMANAGING COMPLEXITY AND CHANGE
CCommanding a spaceship during an emergency has the 
highest of stakes: human lives, irreplaceably expensive 
equipment, and worldwide scrutiny. Spaceflight is an 
unforgiving business, with industry success riding on 
every launch and critical event. Colonel Chris 
Hadfield held multiple leadership and management 
positions during his 21 years in the astronaut 
corps, ncorps, navigating tragedy, delays, program 
changes, and much more. Using multiple 
examples from his tremendous career, he 
illuminates the necessity for both preparation and 

reaction to complex change.

THE SKY IS NOT THE LIMIT: INSPIRATION IN 
SUCCESS
Drawing on his experience from over two decades as an 
astronaut, Colonel Chris Hadfield shares multiple stories and 
examples that highlight the fundamental necessity of 
inspiration as a vital component of success.
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CHRIS HADFIELD
TESTIMONIALS

“The presentation by Chris Hadfield at SickKids was 
extremely well received by everyone. We had really 
hoped that his talk would celebrate our trainees and 
inspire them to think big and get excited about their 
work and there is no doubt that he accomplished 
this in spades!....It’s a week later and people are 
still talking about it.” 

—Sick Kids Hospital —Sick Kids Hospital 

“Chris’s participation at the reception and his 
keynote address was exceptional. The event 
organizers were so impressed with how Chris 
worked with them and engaged them in 
conversation.”

—OMICRON

“Chris “Chris was an absolute star! An incredibly well 
spoken presenter with an inspirational story. 
The highlight of our conference!”

—Global Head of Events, Albourne

“I “I want to extend my thanks and appreciation to 
you for securing Chris Hadfield.  He was engaging, 
dynamic and a pleasure to meet. Our meeting attendees 
had a wonderful experience during the Forum and Chris 

closed out the conference on a very high note.”
—Senior Meeting and Event Planner, FTCI

“He was amazing! The highlight of our event.”
—D—Development Excellence Leader, Roche

Chris was unbelievable. Feedback from our 1,300 attendees 
was overwhelmingly positive. He entertained, inspired and 
captivated the audience, all while staying relevant to our 
briefing—on point re: leadership, change and innovation. 

—Vice President, Communications, CIBC
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CHRIS HADFIELD
PUBLICATIONS + MUSIC

AN ASTRONAUT’S GUIDE TO LIFE ON EARTH

YOU ARE HERE: AROUND THE 
WORLD IN 92 MINUTES

As Commander of the International Space Station, Chris Hadfield captivated the 
world with stunning photos and commentary from space. Now, Chris offers readers 

extraordinary stories from his life as an astronaut, and shows how to make the 
impossible a reality.

You Are Here is a perfect storm of a book: a combination of elegant and 
evocative photographs and informative and thoughtful commentary 
that can inspire you to reflect on how ingeniously we have made the 
earth our home.

This children’s book deals with our fear of the dark, seen through 
the eyes of Chris Hadfield.

Chris shares music that’s out of this world, with an album that he 
wrote and recorded while in space. The first “off planet” album ever 
made, it includes Chris’s world-famous cover of David Bowie’s Space 
Oddity.
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THE DARKEST DARK

SPACE SESSIONS:
SONGS FROM A TIN CAN 



ABC’S PERSON OF THE WEEK (2015)DISCOVERY NEWS PERSON OF THE YEAR (2013)
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